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(+1)8303079020 - http://chasesplacecocktails.com

A comprehensive menu of Chase's Place Cocktails Kitchen from Fredericksburg covering all 16 courses and
drinks can be found here on the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the

contact details provided on the website. What User likes about Chase's Place Cocktails Kitchen:
Travis the mixologist was exceptional! He made us drink that we had never had before. Thoroughly enjoyed

visiting with him and learning how he make some of his craft cocktails. Food was amazing also! read more. The
diner and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physiological limitations,
Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and eat. WiFi is available free of charge. What kimberly

doesn't like about Chase's Place Cocktails Kitchen:
Space was small, felt like I was group eatting with the table next to me. Menu is short with a variety ordered 3

dishes and I felt like it was food already cooked just waiting for a reheat once ordered. Nothing special I felt. I'd
pick something else next time. They were also out of a few drinks from the bar. Service was very very good so
positive feedback there. But not my vibe maybe it could be your vibe! read more. In the eatery you will find a bit

of this and a bit of that, paired with their popular Tapas, The menus are usually prepared in the shortest time and
fresh for you. In addition, there are delicious American meals, such as burgers and grilled meat, At the bar, you

can unwind with a freshly tapped beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks.
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Salad�
TACOS

Sid� dishe�
POUTINE

Cocktail�
NEGRONI

Sweet� & Dessert�
SALTED CARAMEL

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

COCKTAIL

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

ICE CREAM

LAMB

LAMB CHOPS

Ingredient� Use�
BEEF

TUNA

CARAMEL

BRUSSEL SPROUTS

YELLOWTAIL
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